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ABSTRACT

Automated surface vessels must integrate many tasks and motions at the same time. Moreover,
vessels as well as monitoring and control services need to react to physical disturbances,
to dynamically allocate software resources available within a particular environment, and to
communicate with various other actors in particular navigation and traffic situations. In this work,
the responsibility for the situational awareness is given to a mediator that decides how : to (i)
assess the impact of the actual physical environment on the quality and performance of the
ongoing task executions; (ii) to make sure these tasks satisfy the system requirements; and (iii)
to be robust against disturbances.

This paper proposes a set of semantic world models within the context of inland waterway
transport, and discusses policies and methodologies to compose, use, and connect these
models. Model-conform entities and relations are composed dynamically, that is, corresponding
to the opportunities and challenges offered by the actual situation. The semantic world models
discussed in this work are divided into two main categories: (i) the semantic description of a
vessel’s own properties and relationships, called the internal world model, or body model, and
(ii) the semantic description of its local environment, called the external world model, or map. A
range of experiments illustrate the potential of using such models to decide the reactions of the
application at runtime. The mediator can be a human operator, a semantic map, or the vessel
itself. Furthermore, three dynamic, context-dependent, ship domains are integrated in the map as
two-dimensional geometric entities around a moving vessel to increase the situational awareness
of automated vessels. Their geometric representations depend on the associated relations; for
example, with: (i) the motion of the vessel, (ii) the actual, desired, or hypothesised tasks, (iii)
perception sensor information, and (iv) other geometries, e.g., features from the Inland Electronic
Navigational Charts. The ability to unambiguously understand the environmental context, as well
as the motion or position of surrounding entities, allows for resource-efficient and straightforward
control decisions. The semantic world models facilitate knowledge sharing between actors, and
significantly enhance explainability of the actors’ behaviour and control decisions.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The European Inland Waterway Transport (IWT) sector has a substantial yet under-exploited potential. A
dense and distributed network of rivers and canals flows through the European hinterland, especially in the
more northern areas. Compared to the dominating European road-based freight transport, the IWT sector
has lower external costs (European Commission, 2019; van Essen, 2018; Essen et al., 2016). Over the
recent years, these lower external costs—together with the expected increase in cargo flow in the upcoming
decades—have induced a collective effort by governments, research institutions, and companies to generate
a modal shift from road-based to waterway-based transport. For example, the European Commission has set
the ambitious goal to push 30% of road freight transport (tkm), longer than 300km, to rail and water-borne
transport between 2011 and 2030, and 50% by 2050 (Kallas, 2011).

Today, most novel infrastructural and technological IWT developments focus on large waterways of
type CEMT III–V (E. Verberght, 2019). Moreover, over the last few decades, cargo transport via smaller
waterways—which enable connections to deeper parts of the European hinterland, and facilitates integration
into the synchromodal transport network—decreased considerably (Tavasszy et al., 2015). This decrease can
be partially attributed to: higher relative crew cost for smaller vessels, a lack of technological improvements,
inadequate smaller waterway maintenance, and negative investment climate in the sector (Essen et al.,
2016; Sys and Vanelslander, 2011).

Various local and European projects and developments contribute(d) to re-discovering the full capacity of
the inland waterways, as well as to systems-of-systems automation and coordination. Two novel smaller
vessel concepts (CEMT I–II) were recently introduced and constructed (The European Commission, 2019;
Verberght, 2019) which exhibit a higher automation potential compared to older vessels (Peeters, 2021).
Furthermore, the AVATAR (2021) project aims to develop urban vessels that are capable of navigating small
rivers and canals in a highly automated manner. In addition, the European IW-NET (2021) and AUTOBarge
(2021) projects investigate the integration of different automated vessels in the so-called “experimental
living labs”.

Highly automated vessels and corresponding applications, as well as remote control and monitoring
services, must integrate many tasks and motions at the same time. Moreover, they need to account
for physical disturbances, and dynamically allocate software resources available within a particular
environment (Bruyninckx, 2021). To enable these higher levels of automation for inland cargo vessels and
their associated shoreside infrastructure, new IWT developments will need to incorporate shared situational
awareness, and define, or extend formal knowledge systems accordingly (Peeters, 2021). In this regard,
new developments can substantially benefit from a set of semantic world models, as part of this knowledge
system, since it would allow co-operating (sub)systems to unambiguously interact with each other, as to
understand environmental context or situation in which they operate. These models contribute to making
safe, explainable, and resource-efficient control decisions.

1.1 Related work and developments
1.1.1 Situational awareness for vessels and operators

Argüelles et al. (2021) compiled a list of the main reported causes for ship collisions involving human
errors. The authors argue, in compliance with findings in Sotiralis et al. (2016); Ung (2019); Weng et al.
(2019); Yildirim et al. (2019); Huang et al. (2020), that the main causes for such collisions are: failure to
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take early action1, misinterpretation of collaborative regulations (COLREGs), and lacking communication
between On-board Officers in charge of the Navigational Watch (OONWs)2. In other words, a lack of
situational awareness (SA) for vessels and their operators (whether local or remote) lies at the root of these
causes.

Then, Argüelles et al. (2021) proceed to investigate how to decrease collision risks, with a focus on low-
level vessel-to-vessel communication, and dialogues. That is, by means of onboard Programmable Logic
Controllers (PLCs) –in dialogue with OONWs– using the onboard AIS for vessel-to-vessel communication.
Furthermore, as no standard for collision avoidance messages exists (IMO, 2001), Argüelles et al. (2021)
proposes predefined messages and associated pictograms.

These developments emphasise the need for clear, explainable knowledge systems that can significantly
enhance interactions between vessels, and between other related systems. In particular, the unambiguous
application of COLREGs that are active in a certain situation, and the resulting actions/manoeuvres that
need to be conducted, either implied or negotiated. As such, Reconfigurable and explainable ship domains
can become a key communication and visualisation tool towards communication and visualisation, as well
as reasoning.
1.1.2 Ship domains

The term “ship domains” most likely originated from Fuji and Tanaka (1971), whom defined it as a
two-dimensional ellipsoid surrounding a ship – which other ships must avoid. Since then, many definitions
of ship domains have occurred. In their review study, Szlapczynski and Szlapczynska (2017) distinguished
three—partially overlapping—ship domain groups based on: (i) theoretical analyses; (ii) expert knowledge;
and (iii) empirical methods. They concluded that the factors that the ship domains take into account are
usually more meaningful than the exact domain shapes themselves, although the latter are often more
emphasised in the literature. In addition, they noted that while many collision avoidance studies refer to
ship domains, not many of them actually use these ship domains (Szlapczynski and Szlapczynska, 2017) in
an operational context.

It should be noted that more context has been added to ship domain models by tuning domains for
different geographical regions Hansen et al. (2013) and Wang and Chin (2016) and for different navigational
situations. For example, as related to navigational situations, Liu et al. (2016) differentiated ship domains
for the following four situations: i) navigating along the channel; ii) crossing the channel; iii) another flow
joining; and iv) turning. This paper focuses on adding the higher level, often symbolic, relationships of
the present situation and its context by explaining: why a ship domain was used, what it represents in this
context, how the domains were computed, and how shared information can be interpreted by other entities.
1.1.3 Semantic world models for maps and robots

This work uses the term “world model” for any formal representation of the world, as part of the
knowledge representation of reality and the real world, and conforms to the modelling policies described
in Bruyninckx (2021), that, among other things, give the so-called open-world assumption a place in the
policy of making models.

Semantic knowledge, i.e., formalised knowledge about objects, motion, tasks, events, and relations
in the robot’s environment, can help both robots and human operators to perform specific tasks
more effectively, and more importantly, allow for more enhanced systems-of-systems automation and

1 It is important to note here that a failure to take early action—i.e., without malintent—is merely a consequence of the ability to take early action, hence, it
fully relies on SA.
2 Although the COLREGs, i.e., regulations for decision making, have been designed to determine vessel manoeuvres without requiring any communication
between the vessels, it does demand the use of all available means to obtain optimum situational awareness (COLREGs rule 5) (Tsimplis and Papadas, 2019).
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coordination (Bruyninckx, 2021). A map where its features, in addition to spatial information about the
environment, are mapped to entities of known classes, and, furthermore, that knowledge about entities is
available for reasoning in some knowledge base with an associated reasoning engine, is called a semantic
map (Nüchter and Hertzberg, 2008; Landsiedel et al., 2017).

Maps used by robots and vessel operators, both remote and onboard, typically consist of representation
based on metrical and/or topological data structures. Additionally, these maps can be extended with
sensor-specific data, for instance, pointclouds from perceptive sensors, possibly with additional information
about texture. However, these representations do not take information about the objects and their properties
into account, nor do they incorporate relations between specific objects and their environment, or a specific
operational context (Lang et al., 2014).

1.2 Research Objectives
This study proposes, applies and experimentally verifies a set of semantic world models for maps and

vessels. As such, it is investigated how these models can enable (i) the dynamic—context or situation-
based—adaptation of ship domains, and (ii) the unambiguous representation of entities in a local, semantic
map.

The semantic descriptions in these world models, for instance of the geometry of features, can provide
knowledge of where objects are with respect to each other in space and time. Position and motion of entities
are always relative. Therefore, this work aims to model position and motion not as a property of an entity,
but as a property of the relation between two entities. Consequently, such relations serve as the foundation
for the dynamic world-model relations investigated in this paper, for example, the interactions between the
local map and the vessel.

The following world-model relations will be handled explicitly or implicitly: (i) geometry–geometry: the
representations of the shapes of objects and robots, and how they shape the motion constraints between
objects, (ii) geometry–perception: the representations of how properties of objects are detectable in sensor
data, (iii) geometry–motion: the representations of how properties of objects are targets of the motions of
the robot, and (iv) geometry–task: the representations of actual, desired, hypothesised, etc. states of the
world, depending on the task requirements.

Throughout the experiments in Section 3.3.3, the following list of sub-objectives are dealt with:

• Define relations with (meta) models of the sensor subsystem, as part of the body model, that influence
the geometric representation of the ship domains, for example, based on a geometry–geometry relation
(Result 4.1), or a geometry–perception relation (Result 4.6).

• Enable dynamic configuration and adaptation of ship domains by introducing geometry–motion
relations with vessel body entities, and geometry–geometry relations with map entities (Results 4.2
and 4.4, resp.).

• Allow for dynamic adaptations of both the hydrodynamic model and the vessel’s ship domains, by
defining a descriptive3 model related to the vessel’s hydrodynamic characteristics, and adequate
relations with other vessel subsystems (Result 4.3).

• Extend a local map with additional semantic features and metadata, to allow for unambiguously use
and sharing of this map by other actors (Result 4.5).

3 The words symbolic and descriptive, both referring to the model representation, are used interchangeably throughout this work.
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• Integrate additional geometric entities at runtime that can help vessels and human operators to correctly
interpret and automatically comply to COLREG rules in a particular situation (Results 4.6 and 4.7).

2 MATERIALS
The main materials used throughout this work consist of four parts: (i) the semantic concepts for geometric
world model compositions, handled by Section 2.1, (ii) the research vessel named “the Cogge” (Peeters
et al., 2020b) which relates to the body model, detailed in Section 2.2, (iii) the (Inland) Electronic
Navigational Chart objects as static features which relate to the map, discussed in Section 2.3, and (iv)
the hydrodynamic model, listed in Section 2.4 which, to some extent describes the physical connection
between the vessel and the world (i.e., relating concepts of Section 2.2 and Section 2.3).

2.1 Semantic concepts for geometric world model compositions
The main semantic concepts for geometries in this work are (i) the entities of points, vectors, line

segments, and polygons, (ii) the relation of a map as an ordered or unordered set of geometric entities,
(iii) the relations of instantaneous motion of the vessel, and of its ship domains, and (iv) the rigid body as
a constraint on these motion relations. This work adopts a number of policies described in (Bruyninckx,
2021) to provide Semantic IDs and relations to the entities described above. Consequently, this work
uses the following two unique identifiers for a Semantic ID4:

• ID (“model ID”): a unique identifier with which the entity can be referred to, unambiguously, in
another part of this model, or in other models.

• {MID} (“meta model ID”): a (set of) unique identifier(s) that each refer to a meta model, that is, a
model in which the constraints are defined that describe the well-formedness of those entities and
relations that the model uses from that particular meta model.

In Bruyninckx (2021), it is suggested all geometric entities are compositions of the Point model,
whereas this work makes a distinction between two geometric feature compositions. The first one involves
dynamically composed geometries from external datasets such as (I)ENC or OpenStreetMap, which—on
the application level—can be queried from a database, and where the results can contain any of the types
defined by the GeoJSON data format5. These features merely have a Semantic ID and relations of the
whole entity, and not on every coordinate. The second one includes geometries that are composed from a
Point model. The latter can be desirable in a robotics context, as most sensors in robotics measure points,
and not lines, planes, or bodies. Moreover, the concept of uncertainty is well-defined for points, but not for
lines, planes, or bodies.

A mereo-logical6 model of a Point in two-dimensional Euclidean space (E2), with Semantic ID
metadata, is referred to as {Point: aPoint} (with “aPoint” the name for this Point entity), and
represented in full as follows:

Listing 1. Mereo-logical model of a Point

{

4 An optional, third, meta meta model ID (MMID) can be used: a set of unique identifiers that each point to a meta meta model of this model, needed to
transform the model to another formal representation, while keeping the meaning of the model unchanged. However, this is not included in this work.
5 the GeoJSON format contains the following geometric objects: “Point”, “MultiPoint”, “LineString”, “MultiLineString”, “Polygon”, “MultiPolygon”, and
“GeometryCollection”.
6 In this work, a mereo-logical representation refers to the simplest interpretation (or also the “highest” level of abstraction). A mereo-logical model just
represents the parts that make up the world, without any additional structure or behaviour.
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{ ID: aPoint-ID } // a unique identity code
{ MID: [Point, Geometry, E2 ] },

}

Other relevant representations of geometric entities include:

• Vector: an ordered list of two Point entities that adds three constraints: (i) the ordering that gives an
orientation to the Vector, (ii) that list contains exactly two members (and not all the points on the line
in between), and (iii) the two Points in the list are different.

• Simplex: (in a 2D space) an ordered list of two non-colinear Vectors, with the constraint that both
have the same start point

• LineString (or polyline): as an ordered set of points. It is equivalent to an ordered list of Vectors, with
the constraints that (i) the start point of one Vector is the end point of the previous Vector in the ordered
set, (ii) each Point belongs to exactly two Vectors, except for the start point of the first Vector and the
end point of the last Vector

• Polygon: similar, with the extra constraint relation that the two not yet connected start and end Points
must now coincide. The following notations are used

• Frame: it adds two metric constraints to the Simplex entity: (i) the length of each Line segment is the
unity length, and (ii) the Line segments are perpendicular (or orthogonal). The orientation of a Frame
is typically an essential attribute, because of its use to represent coordinates

Models of these entities are shown in Listing 2.

Listing 2. Models for geometric entities

{ Vector: [{start: aPoint-ID}, {end: bPoint-ID} ] }
{ Simplex: [{start: aPoint-ID}, bPoint-ID, cPoint-ID] }
{ LineString: [aPoint-ID, bPoint-ID,..., zPoint-ID] }
{ Polygon: [{start: aPoint-ID}, bPoint-ID, ..., zPoint-ID, {end: aPoint-ID}] }
{ Frame: [{origin: aPoint-ID}, {end: bPoint-ID}, {end: cPoint-ID}] }

When no explicit name of an entity is known, or defined, this work uses the notation aModel Name
(prepending “a”, “b”, etc. to the model name). The associated IDs of an entity are named with the name of
the entity, added with the postfix “-ID”.

2.2 Cogge: an unmanned inland cargo vessel
Peeters et al. (2020b) constructed a scale model unmanned inland cargo vessel to investigate the

automation potential of its real-size counterpart. Figure 1 summarises the relevant technical details of this
vessel, named the Cogge: (a) shows its three dimensional geometry, together with its body-fixed reference
frame, (b) draws a two dimensional bottom view of the Cogge, which illustrates the position of its actuation
system, and (c) provides a communication scheme of the main onboard components. Note that a video of
this vessel in operation is included in the Supplementary Material (S0).

2.3 The inland navigation charts ((I)ENC)
Navigational charts for vessel operators, vessel autonomy systems, remote control operators, and remote

monitoring services, use (I)ENC charts as the de facto standard dataset. These charts are typically displayed,
and augmented with sensor data, in an (Inland) Electronic Chart Display and Information Systems (ECDIS).
These chart displays have proven to be an indispensable navigational aid for operators. It already contains a
standardised set of object models, including a limited set of semantic tags in the form of attributes. However,
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Figure 1. Geometry of the Cogge: (a) full geometry and reference frames, (b) bottom view of the hull with
longitudinal dimensions, and (c) main components and communication links (as a single vessel). Figures
(a) and (b) were modified from Peeters et al. (2020c), and (c) reproduced from Peeters et al. (2020d).

they lack adequate semantics for situational aware reasoning in highly automated environments, and are
not dynamic. For instance, they are—depending on the administrator—only updated on a yearly basis,
there are no accuracy indications of chart features, additional (dynamic) data such as RADAR pointclouds
or data from Automatic Identification Systems (AIS) is added as a separate, independent layer, and there
are no policies in play for dynamically defining, updating, and adding entities and relations between these
objects. This means, for the purpose of this work, that the (I)ENC charts serve as the static feature base of
the map, which is extended with additional relations and semantic information, and context-dependent
functionality at runtime.

Tsou (2016) uses ECDIS as a platform for constructing a collision-avoidance decision support system.
The ENC features and their corresponding geodetic coordinates, together with data from sensors such as
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AIS, integrated with the ECDIS, are used to predict areas of danger within a specific environment, and to
plan the optimal route accordingly. This implies the need for rather complex geographical computations,
whereas considering the ranges (up to one or several kilometres) to which these collision avoidance schemes
apply, a local Cartesian reference systems, and corresponding map features with local relative coordinates,
could significantly reduce the reasoning complexity, and thus reduce the need for computational resources.
Moreover, it allows for a more straightforward integration with other software components, for instance
towards control and coordination of the robot.

Global maps and reasoning based on (projected) geographic features are relevant for mid- and long-term
planning and decision making, that is, within a timeframe of minutes up to days. For these purposes, several
established tools are available, not in the least spatial indexing and querying of features in a database
(often with a GIS extension). However, tasks that require short-term (seconds up to minutes) reasoning
and decision making, knowledge about the dynamic body models of systems, and/or relative information
about sensor data or the operational environment, could benefit substantially from interacting with local
maps and features. This is especially true in highly dynamic environments. As such, the geometric features
and models used in this paper consist of dynamically generated, local coordinates. Features related to
a vessel’s navigation environment, mainly constructed from (external) global coordinates, contain local
tangent plane coordinates (East-North-Up). Other local frames that are part of the world model, such as
body-fixed sensor frames, will include at least one symbolic relation with a point on the local reference
frame. Figure 2 shows both the ECDIS map and the corresponding local map used throughout this work.

2.4 Hydrodynamic modelling
The rigid-body kinetics of a vessel can be written in a vectorial setting according to Fossen (1991):

MRBν̇ +CRB(ν)ν = τRB, (1)

whereMRB represents the rigid-body inertia matrix, CRB the rigid-body Coriolis and centripetal matrix,
τRB = [X, Y, Z,K,M,N ]> the vector of generalised forces, and ν = [u, v, w, p, q, r]> the generalized
velocity vector, when using the SNAME convention SNAME (1950). Here τRB can be separated into:

τRB = τ hydrodynamic + τ hydrostatic + τwind + τwaves + τ control (2)

In addition, one can rearrange the terms into the following vectorial setting Fossen (1994), Fossen and
Fjellstad (1995):

CRB(ν)ν +MRBν̇︸ ︷︷ ︸
rigid-body

+CA(ν)ν +D(ν)ν +MAν̇︸ ︷︷ ︸
hydrodynamic

+ g(η) + g0︸ ︷︷ ︸
hydrostatic

= τ control + τwave + τwind (3)

with:

• MRB(ν) andMA(ν): system inertia matrices, (rigid body and added mass, resp.)
• CRB(ν) and CA(ν): Coriolis-centripetal matrices, (rigid body and added mass, resp.)
• D(ν): damping matrix
• g(η): vector of gravitational/buoyancy forces and moments
• g0 vector used for pretrimming (ballast control)
• τ external forces (control, wind, and wave)
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Figure 2. OpenCPN ECDIS display, with global ENC features projected onto screen (a), versus a local
map (b) with features in local ENU coordinates, generated from global ENC dataset, displayed as a vector
image (in SVG).

Here the modular matrix–vector notation can lever matrix properties such as symmetry, skew-symmetry,
and positiveness of matrices Fossen (2011).

This study models the planar motions of the Cogge: ν = [u, v, r]>. Hence the impact of heave, roll, and
pitch motions are neglected, together with their hydrostatic restoring forces, i.e., τhydrostatic = 0. The
vessel will operate under the Manoeuvring Theory framework Fossen (2011) assumptions, τwave = 0, i.e.,
the (hydrodynamic) manoeuvring coefficients can be assumed to be frequency-independent, in calm water
without current. Further assumptions include: a homogeneous mass distribution, the ur-plane symmetry
of the vessel, i.e., Iuv = Ivr = 0, the origin of the body-frame (CO) positioned on the centre line of the
vessel, i.e., vg = 0, calculating the added mass terms in CO, and aligning the CO axes with the principal
inertia axes of the vessel.

The damping matrix will be modelled with a linear and non-linear part: D(ν) = DL + DN(ν). The
linear damping components are important for the lower speed manoeuvres Fossen (2011). The nonlinear
damping will be modelled by a quadratic surge resistance Lewis (1989) for the surge motion, and by a
cross-flow-drag model fitted Blanke (1981) to second-order modulus functions Fedyaevsky and Sobolev
(1964) for the sway–yaw motions Fossen (2011). More precisely, a simplified form will be used Blanke
(1981), normally intended for larger vessels, but providing sufficient parameters to capture the motions of
the Cogge for the purpose of this study.
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For the control forces vector, Peeters et al. (2020c) concluded that thruster models which neglect the
vessel-speed-dependent thrust losses can still suffice to capture and describe the main hydrodynamic
vessel behaviour in pure surge, sway, or yaw motion. Therefore, vessel-speed-independent thruster models
will be used throughout this study. Furthermore, wind forces are modelled as seen in Fossen (2011).
with associated wind coefficients as derived by Isherwood, R. M. (1972). Under the abovementioned
assumptions, Equation (3) refines to:

MRBν̇ +CRB(ν)ν︸ ︷︷ ︸
rigid-body

+MAν̇ +CA(ν)ν +DN (ν)ν +DLν+︸ ︷︷ ︸
hydrodynamic

= τ control + τwind (4)

Appendix A details the resulting full component model, and its identified or estimated coefficients can be
found in Listing 19.

3 METHODS
As discussed in Section 1.2, this paper focusses on vessel-world interactions, employing internal and
external world models, as related to IW navigation along a channel. Section 3.1 and Section 3.2, respectively,
describe the internal (i.e., body) and external (i.e., map) world models. Thereupon, Section 3.3 illustrates
such potential dynamic interactions, as well as maintained relations, between world models, by means of
ship domains (SDs) and map domains (MDs). The high-level architecture depicted in figure 3 gives an
overview of the relations and model-conform entities discussed in this paper. While this figure includes only
four entities (map, environment, two vessels), it should be noted that relations with other (external) entities
can co-exist as well. The corresponding experiments mainly focus on semantic models (grey ellipses), as
well as on context-dependent ship and map domains (green rectangles).

Vessel A

conforms to

conforms

 to

conforms to

semantic

map models

(shared)

Map

Environment

body model

Vessel B
body model

internal relations +

data structures

internal relations +

data structures

internal relations

+ data structures

motion

task

perception

...conforms to

semantic 

environment-related

models

rel M-VB

1, 2, ..., n

rel Env-VB

1, 2, ..., n

rel Env-M

1, 2, ..., n

rel Env-VA

1, 2, ..., n

rel M-VA

1, 2, ..., n

rel VA-VB

1, 2, ..., n

internal relations 

+ data structures

motion

task

perception

...

ship domains

ship domains

Figure 3. High-level architecture for model-integration and relations discussed throughout this paper,
applied to a situation with two interacting vessels. Relations (rel) in blue. Grey ellipses (models) and green
rectangles (ship and map-domains) are the main focus areas of this paper.
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Be noted that the here-discussed models, represented using a JSON-like syntax7, mainly aim to
demonstrate a methodology of composing such models. As such, not every symbolic model and
corresponding data structure(s) used in Section 3.3 is listed in full throughout this section. Furthermore,
whenever a symbolic model does not provide additional insights on model compositions, the data structure
is typically listed in this work. While these data structures already provide a formal basis for situational-
aware applications (see Section 3.3), these models are not complete or meant to be generic. Rather they
serve the purpose of a starting point on which (external) input, test results, and other feedback can be
provided towards further development (see the discussion of Section 5).

3.1 Semantic Internal World Model or Body Model
World models related to the vessel and its subsystems are part of the body model. Figure 1 already

showed the main components of the research vessel the Cogge. The body models discussed here aim to
provide adequate semantic information to enable subsequent reasoning, and connecting these models with
the external world model, i.e., the map. In that sense, the following entities and relations are considered
relevant to the body model:

• Vessel: represents the vessel (main entity), with relations to other entities described hereafter.
• Hull: Describes characteristics about the hull of a vessel, e.g., geometries.
• Hydrodynamic: hydrodynamic model structures and their parameters (to support context-driven

dynamic configuration), as well as their relations to control tasks of the vessel.
• Actuation: vessel actuation model, with lower-level models for bow and stern (potentially more).

Both bow and stern contain an explicit geometric relation with the Hull
• Sensors: the sensor subsystem, further divided into:
• Proprio-ceptive: GNSS and IMU sensors (for Cogge)
• Extero-ceptive: LiDAR and cameras (for Cogge)
• Carto-ceptive: available semantic maps for a vessel or service

• Communication: available communication channels, protocols, etc., divided into internal
communication and external communication.

Note that, for example, AIS-related models are part of the Communication entity, however, a detailed
specification of the communication entity and its sub-entities is outside the scope of this paper. Additionally,
note that the existence of a set of (meta) meta models relevant to the IWT context is assumed, with the
most generic meta model: {MID: IWT}, providing domain-specific metadata for the models by means of
the MID of the Semantic ID.
3.1.1 Vessel

Listing 3 provides a high-level symbolic model for IWT vessels, with a limited set of properties. Its ID is
related to the MMSI property, as it already provides a unique, 9-digit identifier for a vessel.

Listing 3. Iwt Vessel Name Mmsi Cemt model

{ Iwt_Vessel_Name_Mmsi_Cemt:
{ { name: { Name: aVesselName } },

{ mmsi: { MMSI: aMmsi} },
{ classification: { CEMT: aCemtClass} },
{ ID: Vessel-9digitNr },

7 Various standardised data formats can be used to formally describe elements, e.g., the JSON or XML schemas. For this text, some minor adjustments to the
JSON syntax are applied to increase readability.
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{ MID: { IWT, MMSI, CemtClass, Name } }
}

}

The meta-models IWT, MMSI, CemtClass, and Name contain information about data types,
description, units, among other things related to the attributes in the Iwt Vessel model. A data
structure model adds numerical values to the symbolic model properties, as an instance-of the
Iwt Vessel Name Mmsi Cemt model:

Listing 4. Iwt Vessel Name Mmsi Cemt Data instance

{ Iwt_Vessel_Name_Mmsi_Cemt_Data:
{ { name: Cogge },

{ mmsi: 000000001 },
{ classification: CEMT-I },
{ ID: Vessel-Data-000000001 },
{ MID: { IWT }}

}
}

An Iwt Vessel Name Mmsi Cemt entity is in several relations. For example: it has-a
Iwt Hull Base entity, and, inversely, the Iwt Hull Base is part-of (or belongs-to) an
Iwt Vessel Name Mmsi Cemt entity.
3.1.2 Hull

Similar to the above, a model for the vessel’s hull can be composed (i.e., Iwt Hull Base). It provides
sufficient symbolic information on data types, units, etc. Note that this symbolic model is not provided
explicitly, instead, Listing 5 defines the associated data structure model of the vessel’s hull:

Listing 5. Iwt Hull Base Data instance

{ Iwt_Hull_Base_Data :
{

{ bodyMass: 500, }
{ draftMax: 0.35 },
{blockCoefficient: 0.95 },
{ length: 4.81 },
{ beam: 0.63 },
{ height: 0.43 },
{ ID: Hull-Vessel-Data-000000001 },
{ MID: { IWT }}

}
}

In Listing 6, a set of already defined mereo-logical Point entities is assumed, according to the model
in Listing 1. These include a body-fixed origin ob: PaPnt0 (Pa refers to principle axis), together with
PaPntU (on longitudinal vessel axis), PaPntV (on transversal vessel axis), and PaPntR (on normal
axis). Moreover, the origin point PntCo is defined, and relates to a point of the vessel that midships in the
water line (this can be modelled as a constraint). In our case, the explicit relation exists between PaPnt0
and PntCo, that is, the centroid of the vessel and the body-fixed origin have the same absolute position.
The associated model for the vessel’s principal axes, also used in 3.1.3, is defined in 6.

Listing 6. Iwt Vessel Principal Axes Frame model
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{ Iwt_Vessel_Principal_Axes_Frame:
{ { frame: { Frame: [{origin: PaPnt0-ID},

{end: PaPntU-ID},
{end: PaPntV-ID},
{end: PaPntR-ID}] }},

{ ID: Vessel-PA-Frame-ID },
{ MID: { IWT, Frame }}

}
}

To enhance in-model reference clarity, an entity conform to the Iwt Vessel Principal Axes Frame
model is hereafter called PA, which is part-of the Iwt Vessel Name Mmsi Cemt entity. Other
relations with this PA are discussed in Section 3.2. Assuming the points PntGeom1, . . .PntGeom6,
are also symbolically defined, corresponding to the top view of the vessel of the vessel in Figure 1, a
Coordinate model is constructed for these points. This model adds (i) numerical values to the earlier
defined mereo-logical models defined already, as a position relative to an previously defined frame, and
(ii) the semantic tags for identifying the correct interpretation of those values. For the first point entity
PntGeom1, the Coordinate model is defined in Listing 7.

Listing 7. Coordinate Point Point Frame Meter Data instance

{ Coordinate_Point_Point_Frame_Meter_Data:
{ { relation: Position },

{ of: { Point: PntGeom1 },
{ with_respect_to: { Point: PaPnt0 },
{ as_seen_by: { Frame: aPA.frame } },
{ coordinates: [ {PA.frame.u: -0.315},

{PA.frame.v: 2.415} ,
{PA.frame.r: -0.2} },

{ units: meter },
{ ID: Coordinate-PntGeom1-ID },
{ MID: { Point, Frame, QUDT, E2 }}

}
}

Note that the meta model QUDT is used here as well, including abstract representations of Quantity,
Unit, Dimension, and (data) Type. The same Coordinate models are constructed for the other points
in, identified in the 2D top view. By means of combining the aforementioned Point entities, various
geometries can be composed. Since this work explicitly uses the 2D top view geometry of the vessel’s
hull in the semantic map (see Section 3.2), as well as for the ship domains (see Section 3.3.1), a model is
constructed for this 2D top view, as a Projection relation:

Listing 8. Multiview Projection Entity Plane Type Result model

{ Multiview_Projection_Entity_Plane_Type_Result:
{ { relation: Projection },

{ from: { Entity: aIwt_Hull_Base } },
{ to: { Plane: [ PaPnt0-ID, PaPntU-ID, PaPntV-ID ] }},
{ along_axis: PA.frame.r },
{ view_type: Multiview.topView },
{ result: { Polygon: [{start: PntGeom1-ID},

PntGeom2-ID, ...,
{end: PntGeomEnd-ID}] }},

{ ID: HullGeometry-TopView-ID },
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{ MID: { IWT, Entity, Polygon, Plane, Multiview, E2 }}
}

}

The along axis property is to some extent redundant to the Plane of the vessel. The Plane is defined
as a join of three Points, even though other definitions are possible as well, for instance, a join of
intersecting Lines.

Note that other points can be defined, part of the Rigid Body of the vessel. By definition, this implies
that Motion preserves relative distances between all Points, and thus any derived properties such as
length, angle, surface area, and volume.
3.1.3 Hydrodynamic

The hydrodynamic behaviour of a vessel is not only relevant to simulation or control software, but is also
relevant to (higher level) reasoning tasks and visualising ship domains. It is important to note that different
behavioral models of a vessel can be appropriate to different situations. Even though a single model can
capture behavior appropriate to all situations, such a “one-size-fits-all” hydrodynamical model is often
overly complex for the situation at hand. Hence, considering computational efficiency, accuracy, degrees
of freedom, observability, controllability, available identified coefficients, among many other factors, can
motivate context-related simplifications.

Therefore, dynamic, context-dependent composability is a desired property of hydrodynamic
models. In this work, a set of meta models are assumed to be available, for instance,
Hydro Equation Manoeuvring F is used as the meta model for Equation 3. Other meta models
relate to Fossen (2011). In this work, entities that conform to such models are here as follows:
aHydro States F, aHydro Ext Forces F, and aHydro Coefficients F.

First, three additional body-fixed reference points are defined: PntCg (center of gravity), PntCB (center
of buoyancy), and PntCf (center of flotation). Coordinate models as seen in Listing 7 can be used to
represent these points. For our vessel, the Cogge, it is a reasonable assumption that all three Points have
the exact absolute position as PaPnt0. The model used in this study, as shown in Listing 9 considers three
degrees of freedom (surge, sway, yaw).

Listing 9. Iwt Hydrodynamic 3DOF States Forces Coef model

{ Iwt_Hydrodynamic_3DOF_States_Forces_Coef :
{ { principal_axis: { Frame: PA.frame } },
{ states: { Hydro_States_F:

[aHydro_States_F.surge,
aHydro_States_F.sway,
aHydro_States_F.yaw] } },

{ external_forces: { Hydro_Ext_Forces_F:
[aHydro_Ext_Forces_F.control,
aHydro_Ext_Forces_F.wind,
aHydro_Ext_Forces_F.wave] } },

{ center_of_gravity: { Point: PntCg } },
{ center_of_buoyancy: { Point: PntCb } },
{center_of_flotation: { Point: PntCf } },
{ coefficients: { Hydro_Coefficients_F: aHydro_Coefficients_F },
{ ID: Iwt-Hydrodynamic-3DOF-ID },
{ MID: { IWT, Entity, Point, Hydro_Equation_Manoeuvring_F,

Hydro_States_F, Hydro_Ext_Forces_F,
Hydro_Coefficients_F }}

}
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}

Corresponding data structures for the states and forces can be constructed as an instance-of the
respective embedded symbolic models of Listing 9. Similarly, a data structure for the coefficients is
constructed, as an instance-of Hydro Coefficients F. The values for these coefficients, used in
the data structure, can be found in Section A.1.

With respect to the behaviour of the real vessel, and as discussed in Section 3.3.3, a set of constraint
relations are defined as well, mostly relating to the motion of the vessel. They can apply to one or several
matrix components as seen in Section A.1. One example is a switch between linear damping (DL), and
linear+non-linear damping (DN +DL) when the vessel exceeds some velocity threshold. This threshold
was determined experimentally, and can be modelled to a constraint. Both the velocity and the threshold
constraint are modelled as relations, respectively in Listing 10 and Listing 11.

Listing 10. Coordinate Velocity Point Frame Meter Data instance

{ Coordinate_Velocity_Point_Frame_Meter_Data:
{ { relation: Velocity },

{ of: { Point: PaPnt0 } },
{ as_seen_by: { Frame: Frame_Pa } },
{ velocity_reference_point: as_seen_by_frame_origin },
{ coordinates: [ { linear_velocity: [

{PA.frame.u: 0.5},
{PA.frame.v: 1},
{PA.frame.r: 0}]}]},

{ units: meter, seconds },
{ ID: Linear-Velocity-000000001 },
{ MID: { Point, Euclidean_Space, Frame, QUDT }}

}
}

Consider an entity aVel conform to the model in Listing 10, then the threshold constraint model can be
defined as follows:

Listing 11. Iwt Hydrodynamic Constraint Entity Velocity Data instance

{ Iwt_Hydrodynamic_Constraint_Entity_Velocity_Data:
{ { relation: Constraint },

{ of: { Entity: aIwt_Hydrodynamic_3DOF_States_Forces_Coef}},
{ with_respect_to: { Coordinate_Velocity_Point_Frame_Meter: aVel} },
{ on: { Hydro_Equation_Manoeuvring_F.Damping: aDamping },
{ condition: {{ Condition.Threshold: {

{ threshold: 0.5 },
{ below_threshold: {

aDamping.type: linear} ,
{ above_threshold: {

aDamping.type: linear+nonlinear} }}},
{ with_respect_to: aVel.coordinates.linear_velocity.u},

}},
{ ID: Constraint-Velocity-Damping-ID },
{ MID: { Entity, Condition, Hydro_Equation_Manoeuvring_F }}

}
}
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The hydrodynamic constraint model listed in Listing 11 provides sufficient information to switch
programatically between linear and linear+non-linear damping. Note that a similar constraint is included for
velocity in the v-direction, and a third constraint relation between both of these to determine the damping
outcome unambiguously. Many other constraint relations can be added to a hydrodynamical model (e.g., to
its coefficients), to support specific behaviours of or tasks performed by a vessel. A limited set of such
constraints is illustrated in the experiments in Section 3.3.

A different geometry–motion relation used for the ship domains of Section 3.3.1, related to the
hydrodynamic behaviour of the vessel, consists of deacceleration-related (third-order polynomial)
coefficients, both to model (i) natural deacceleration, i.e., the distance travelled by the vessel when
no longer actuating (natural speed decay), and (ii) aided deacceleration, i.e., the distance travelled by
countering motion through reverse actuation commands for maximum braking. Assuming the symbolic
model, Iwt Hydrodynamic Entity Deacceleration Coef is already defined, as part-of a
Iwt Vessel Name Mmsi Cemt entity, the corresponding data structure, as an instance-of this
symbolic formalism, then becomes:

Listing 12. Iwt Hydrodynamic Entity Deacceleration Coef Data instance

{ Iwt_Hydrodynamic_Entity_Deacceleration_Coef_Data :
{ longitudinal: {

{ natural: [-0.07143, 0.6624, -0.003657, 5.333e-06] },
{ aided: [-0.008571, -0.002714, 0.001097, -4.8e-06] },

},
transversal: {

{ natural: [0.02771, 0.06048, -0.0003154, 1.707e-06] },
{ aided: [-0.001714, -0.00261, 0.0001714, -8.533e-07] },

},
{ ID: Deacceleration-data-000000001 },
{ MID: { IWT }}

}
}

Note that the Iwt Hydrodynamic Entity Deacceleration Coef model contains all the
necessary information, including appropriate meta models, to correctly interpret the data structure.
3.1.4 Actuation

Actuation, and the ability to reason about a vessel’s actuation system, is essential for (remote) vessel
operators, as for control software, to safely and effectively navigate a vessel. It can provide a minimal
basis for mapping control inputs from joysticks in remote control centres to actuation commands of the
vessel, and for mapping actuation commands to forces in the hydrodynamical model. Moreover, monitoring
services should be able to identify, and potentially anticipate on, (electro-)mechanical failures as accurately
as possible, especially when a vessel faces a handicap in performing its tasks.

Here too the assumption is made that a model Iwt Actuation Entity Bow Stern, with a conform
entity as a part-of aIwt Vessel Name Mmsi Cemt already exists, containing as such all necessary
metadata for unambiguously interpreting the data structure. For example, a specific (constraint) relations
exists between the dimensions of the actuation system and the vessel geometry defined earlier. This data
structure then becomes:

Listing 13. Iwt Actuation Entity Bow Stern Data instance

{ Iwt_Actuation_Entity_Bow_Stern_Data :
{ { bow: {
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{ type: steeringJet },
{ nr_of_thrusters: 1 },
{ angle_limits_deg: [-180, 180] },
{ rpm_limits: [0, 2700] },
{ dimensions: {

u_dist_to_bow_drive : 1.34
}

}}},
{ stern: {

{ type:fourchannelthruster },
{ nr_of_thrusters: 1 },
{ angle_limits_deg: [-180, 180] },
{ rpm_limits: [0, 1700] },
{ dimensions: {

u_dist_to_stern_drive :-1.90
}

}}},
{ ID: Actuation-System-000000001 },
{ MID: { IWT }}

}
}

Note that other information, for instance on the correct interpretation of the lookup-table for mapping drive
system input commands to propulsion forces, can also be included as a part-of the actuation system
model.

3.1.5 Sensors
Similarly to the actuation subsystem, the sensor subsystem also strongly relates to control and decision

making, but from an information source point of view. In the following, explicit relations with ship domains,
and the semantic map are introduced, based on sensor information.

As introduced earlier, a distinction is made between the following subsystems:

• Proprio-ceptive sensors: sensors to obtain information related to the vessel’s own body model, e.g.,
GNSS, IMU, etc.

• Extero-ceptive sensors: sensors related to the vessel’s perception, and thus related to extending world
models with objects/entities/actors in the vessel’s environment, e.g., LiDAR, cameras, ultrasound
distance sensors, etc.

• Carto-ceptive sensors: maps that are available to the vessel, also related to extending the vessel’s world
model with objects/entities/actors in the vessel’s environment, that are often not directly perceivable
by the robot’s extero-ceptive sensors, or are difficult to perceive.

For navigation, vessels typically use information from either a map, or from their perception sensors, as
part of their world model to perform specific tasks. However, in order to use both of them together, switch
between them as driven by situations and context, or in order to validate one another, additional (meta)
information about the data is crucial. Detecting known map-landmarks in the perception sensor data, or
vice versa, is only possible if these landmarks are unambiguously identifiable, and thus have appropriate
semantic tags.

A complete set of models for the sensor subsystems is beyond the scope of this work, however,
current information used for the experiments in Section 3.3, are interpreted according to the model
in Listing 14, which obviously is an instance-of aIwt Vessel Name Mmsi Cemt. Also note that
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further decoupling of this model might be desired, however, this was not necessary for the experiments
in Section 3.3.3.

Listing 14. Iwt Sensor Proprio Extero Carto model

{ Iwt_Sensor_Proprio_Extero_Carto:
{
{ proprioceptive: { imu: {

{ resolution: { Sensor.resolution: aResolution} },
{ accuracy: { Sensor.accuracy: aAccuracy } },
{ ... },
},
gnss: {

{ resolution: { Sensor.resolution : bResolution} },
{ accuracy: { Sensor.accuracy: bAccuracy } },
{ lon_std_dev: { Sensor.StdDev: bStdDev_Lon } },
{ lat_std_dev: { Sensor.StdDev: bStdDev_Lat } },
{ hd_std_dev: { Sensor: StdDev: bStdDev_Alt } },
{ has_rtk: true},
{ std_dev_rtk: { Sensor: StdDev: bStdDev_Rtk },
{ ... }},

{ ... },
},

{ exteroceptive: {
lidar : {

{ accuracy: { Sensor.accuracy: cAccuracy } },
{ range: { Sensor.range: cRange } },
{ ... },

},
{ ... },
},

{ cartoceptive: { { [Semantic_Map: MapA, SemanticMap: MapB, ...]} }}
{ ID: Sensor-System-ID },
{ MID: { IWT, Sensor, Wind_Sensor, Semantic_Map }}

}
}

The cartoceptive value here is a set of semantic maps. The map discussed in Section 3.2 could be one of
them.

3.2 Semantic External World Model or Map Model
3.2.1 Map initialisation

As stated in Section 2.3, local tangent plane coordinates (ENU) are used as a geographic reference system
for the 2D maps presented in this work. A local map will be generated at runtime, on a specific timestamp,
based on a specific situation, by some entity. Note that in the context of this paper, maps are generated
by the vessel entity. The body-fixed origin ob of the vessel, coinciding with a Point on the vessel that is
tangent to the waterline, is used as origin of the local map. Assuming the Point EnuPnt0 is defined, we
get:

Listing 15. Iwt Map Entity Point Time model

{ Iwt_Map_Entity_Point_Time:
{ { generate_by: { Entity: aIwt_Vessel} },

{ with_respect_to: { Point: PaPnt0 } },
{ at_time: { Time: aTime} },
{ origin: { Point: EnuPnt0 },
{ ID: Semantic-Map-ID },
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{ MID: { IWT, Entity, Time, Point }}
}

}

Moreover, assume a defined reference frame model Geodetic Frame Enu, as a composition of
the points EnuPnt0, EnuPntX, EnuPntY, and EnuPntZ. Then, the map entity conforming to
Iwt Map Entity Point Time has a Geodetic Frame Enu entity. The coordinate data structure
for the origin EnuPnt0 is shown in Listing 16.

Listing 16. Coordinate Point Entity Frame Enu Data instance

{ Coordinate_Point_Entity_Frame_Enu_Data:
{ { relation: Position },

{ of: { Point: EnuPnt0 } },
{ with_respect_to: { Entity: aIwt_Map_Entity_Point_Time } },
{ as_seen_by: { Frame: Geodetic_Frame_Enu } },
{ coordinates: [ {Geodetic_Frame_Enu.origin.lon: 4.706794},

{Geodetic_Frame_Enu.origin.lat: 50.900742} ,
{Geodetic_Frame_Enu.origin.alt: 16} },

{ units: { [decimal degrees, decimal degrees, meter]} },
{ ID: Coordinate-EnuPnt0-000000001 },
{ MID: { Point, Frame, Entity, QUDT, EPSG, WGS84 }}

}
}

Correct interpretation of this origin Point is absolutely critical, and has several additional geometry
relations with vessel entities. When the map is shared between such entities, or with remote control centres,
a necessary set of meta data allows for correct interpretations and model-to-model transformations, as
every entity or service can have their own sets of conventions and compositions.

The conversion from geographic features, containing geodetic coordinates in the EPSG:4326 reference
system, to local ENU coordinates, is a two stage process, involving (i) to convert geodetic coordinates to
ECEF coordinates, and (ii) to convert ECEF coordinates to local ENU coordinates. The first step (i) is
performed by using the following equations, with latitude φ, longitude λ, and height h:

X = (N(φ) + h) cosφ cosλ (5)

Y = (N(φ) + h) cosφ sinλ (6)

Z =

(
b2

a2
N(φ) + h

)
sinφ (7)

where

N(φ) =
a√

1− e2 sin2 φ
, (8)

and a and b are the equatorial radius semi-major axis and the polar radius semi-minor axis, respectively.
Also note that here e2 = 1− b2

a2
is the square of the first numerical eccentricity of the ellipsoid. The prime

vertical radius of curvature, N(φ), is the distance from the surface to the Z-axis along the ellipsoid normal.
For the second step (ii), given a local reference point {Xr, Yr, Zr}, and an object at {Xp, Yp, Zp}, then
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Figure 4. Part of local map from Figure 2(b) with Symbolic IDs and additional metadata

the vector pointing from the reference point to the object in the ENU frame is:xy
z

 =

 − sinλr cosλr 0
− sinφr cosλr − sinφr sinλr cosφr
cosφr cosλr cosφr sinλr sinφr

Xp −Xr

Yp − Yr
Zp − Zr

 (9)

The envelope of the local map can be determined by the user, the situation, or by the application.

At the timestamp the map is generated, additional metadata is added to the features fetched from external
sources, which allows for more efficient querying, sharing, and context negotiation at runtime. An example
is illustrated in Figure 4. In that example, the following semantic tags are allocated:

• navbounds: symbolic tag allocated to (I)ENC features that represent navigation boundaries, here
corresponding to COALNE and DEPARE features.

• enc-feature-X: relation with corresponding (I)ENC feature, also connecting the already existing
tags such as object names (OBJNAM), general feature info (INFORM), and information about the
visibility of objects to a certain context. For instance, the CONRAD attribute, which provides information
on the conspicuousness of the feature for radars, e.g., whether this returns a strong radar echo. Note
that this can then be connected with the model of the sensor subsystem, as given in Listing 14.

Furthermore, the following geometries and corresponding relations are defined:

• A1: sub-area in the map containing all features within a certain range (property) of BRIDGE-04, that
is, the railway bridge around the research area in Leuven, Belgium. Similary, this is done for locks,
terminal, among any other critical regions. Note that these areas are computed at the initialisation of a
map, using (geo)spatial computations on the features inside the global map.
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• FEATURE-NR-bbox: bounding-box of a feature in the map, which can be used, for example, to
model constraint relations like Intersections.

Furthermore, a set of attributes is given to all features. For example, number of points, or
feature type, as well as the set of local coordinates. The number in the feature IDs is also a property
of each feature, and the number sequence is related to a predefined meta-model.

It should be noted that multiple maps be generated, depending on timestamp and/or reference entity,
which can be related to one another.
3.2.2 Ship position on the map

A coordinate model for Position of the vessel as a relation between the Point geometry
PaPnt0-ID (body-fixed origin of vessel) and the Geodetic Frame Enu (Frame geometry) of the
local map, is constructed as follows:

Listing 17. Coordinate Point Entity Frame Meter data instance

{ Coordinate_Point_Entity_Frame_Meter:
{ { relation: Position },

{ of: { Point: PaPnt0 } },
{ with_respect_to: { Entity: Iwt_Map_Local_Geodetic } },
{ as_seen_by: { Frame: Geodetic_Frame_Enu } },
{ coordinates: [ {Geodetic_Frame_Enu.n: 10.2},

{Geodetic_Frame_Enu.e: 2.415} ,
{Geodetic_Frame_Enu.u: 0} },

{ units: meter },
{ ID: Coordinate-Enu-Vessel-000000001 },
{ MID: { Point, Frame, Entity, QUDT, E2 }}

}
}

The position [0, 0] of the vessel in the local ENU reference system, is illustrated in Figure 5.

Similar to the ship Position relation model above, models for velocity, acceleration, etc., can be
constructed. Generally speaking, motion has three parts: the Position relation, and the relations
of Velocity and Acceleration that represent the first- and second-order derivatives in time of
the Position relation. Because of this relation model, the same geometric entity can have several
Positions and Motions at the same time: one for each other entity involved in a Position or
Motion relation, and thus in this case, relative to a specific feature entity in the semantic map.

Furthermore, the top view Projection of the vessel hull is used in the map, as seen in Listing 8, with
the following two constraint relations:

• {Line segment: [PaPnt0-ID, PaPntU-ID]} is Parallel to
{Line segment: [EnuPnt0-ID, EnuPntY-ID]}

• {Line segment: [PaPnt0-ID, PaPntV-ID]} is Parallel to
{Line segment: [EnuPnt0-ID, EnuPntX-ID]}.

3.3 Semantic Dynamic Models for IWT
This work uses ship domains (SD) and map domains (MD) to illustrate relations that are relevant within

a situation. The adjective dynamic denotes the ability to update these sets of model-conform entities
and relations at runtime. A modelling approach for these domains is briefly discussed in Section 3.3.1
and Section 3.3.2. Subsequently, these models are used in the range of experiments of Section 3.3.3, where
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Figure 5. Vessel position in local ENU frame

situations are considered that require dynamic behaviour. Note that corresponding results are covered
in Section 4.

3.3.1 Ship domains (SD)
Dynamic, context-dependent ship domains have relations with the body model of the vessel, and with the

semantic map. These SDs are the main focus throughout the experiments in Section 3.3.3, as they allow for
situational-aware reacting of the application, and subsequent visualisation, based on the integration of the
internal and external world models. The ship domain geometries contain relations with (a combination of)
the Motion, Task, Perception, and Map of the robot.

In the recently finished hull-to-hull (H2H) project, experiments were conducted with the explicit use
of uncertainty and proximity vessel zones as a navigational aid for remote operators SINTEF (2020);
Kotzé et al. (2019). In accordance to this project, this work adopts a similar three-level domain taxonomy,
and subsequently focusses on the composability of the SDs, based on earlier defined relations. The three
domains, illustrated in figure 6, are defined as follows:

• SD0 (“· · · ”, black dotted line): uncertainty zone, discussed in E1.
• SD1 (“—”, red line): sometimes referred to as the danger zone, as it is typically related to the required

breaking distance (Motion) of the vessel, as seen in E2– E5.
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vessel

SD0

SD1

SD2

Figure 6. Example configuration of vessel ship domains.

• SD2 (“- -”, orange dashed line): the geometry of this zone is highly dependent on the situation,
and various representations or paramterisations exist depending on its (set of) relation(s), illustrated
in E2– E7

The authors of this work advocate for a vessel to at least have one, fundamental, axiomatic, ship domain
“SD0” as part of its world model, which connects the vessel with the map, taking into account the knowledge
of the uncertainty of the position associated with the symbolic connection point, and the orientation of
the vessel. This information is considered essential to enable higher levels of autonomy. Moreover, two
additional zones (“SD1” and “SD2”) make sense from the perspective of a human interpreter, however, as
discussed before, a vessel can interpret several domain compositions and relations simultaneously. As such,
more (sets of) ship domains can be added at all times, given they have semantic relations that allow for
unambiguous interpretation of these domains.

Consider the mereo-logical models of these three ship domains, and their conforming entities defined as:
SD0, SD1, and SD2. Next, the geometries of these ship domains and their relations need to be defined. For
instance, for SD0, this can be a two-dimensional affine transformation of the top view hull geometry entity.
A model for this SD0 is shown in Listing 18:

Listing 18. Iwt Ship Domain A2 Scale Rotate Skew Translate model

{ Iwt_Ship_Domain_A2_Scale_Rotate_Skew_Translate:
{

{ geometry: Iwt_Hull_Geometry_2D_TopView.geometry ,
{transform_origin: { Point: PaPnt0 },
{ order: { [{Scale: s},{Rotate: r},{Skew: sk},{Translate:t}]} },
{ scale: { Scale: [s.x, s.y] },
{ rotate: { Rotate: r.z },
{ skew: { Skew: [sk.x, sk.y] },
{ translate: { Translate: [t.x, t.y] },
{ units: [none, radians, radians, meter]
{ ID: SD0-A2-ID },
{ MID: { Iwt, A2, Scale, Rotate, Translate, Skew, Point }}

}
}

Several additional relations and constraints between aShip Domain A2 entity and other entities can be
added. For example, the scale factors in Ship Domain A2 can be determined by the uncertainties of
the proprioceptive sensor subsystem in Listing 14 (SD0). The models to apply at a certain point in time,
given a specific situation, will be determined by the relations of the domains and corresponding constraints.
Another example is to connect ship domain geometry with the de-acceleration motion model in Listing 12,
or any other motion relation, as discussed in experiment E2 for SD1 and SD2.

3.3.2 Map domains (MD)
Currently, only two map domains are explicitly defined. These are:
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• MD0: geometries, or collections of geometries, that form the static backbone of the map, i.e. the
basemap. These are typically composed from external chart datasets, and generated during the map
initialisation process, discussed in Section 3.2.1.

• MD1: all geometric entities that are dynamically added to the map at runtime, for example, the vessel
and its ship domains belong to this level. These entities can contain relations with entities in MD0, and
can moreover be divided into sub-domains, such as perception, navigation, control, other actors, map
feature updates, and others. Generating this taxonomy is beyond the scope of this work.

3.3.3 Experimental design
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Table 1. Overview experiments, with reference to corresponding results.
description main relation(s)/feature(s) result e.g.

E1 Introduction zeroth level
domains for ship, SD0, and
map, MD0.

The uncertainty of the vessel position and its
orientation determine the size of SD0; its shape is
based on the vessel geometry.

4.1

E2 Introduction of first, SD1,
and second, SD2, level ship
domains.

The size of SD1 corresponds to the minimally feasible
breaking distance for the vessel, and its shape relates
to the geometry of SD0. Similarly, SD2 corresponds
to the minimal speed decay distance

4.2

E3 Tolerances for SD1 and SD2
based on the hydrodynamic
model.

A predetermined tolerance factor scales the size of
SD1 and SD2 based on whether or not the available
hydrodynamic model of the vessel incorporates
external forces (e.g. wind in this case).

4.3

E4 The declaration of SD2 as an
anticipation zone.

The shape of SD2 will follow the navigational bounds
of MD0, with a corresponding horizon configured by
the user/operator.

4.4

E5 Dynamic shortest-distance
point features in MD1.

Temporary features are added to MD1 indicating the
shortest linear distance between SD0 and a point from
MD0 that has the navbounds meta tag.

4.5

E6 The lane switch primitive
added to MD1.

A lane geometry is added to MD1, based on a set
of relations between (i) the vessel entity, (ii) its ship
domains, (iii) the COLREG meta model (avoiding
collision in head-on situation), and (iv) the map
domains.

4.6

E7 Composability – integrated
experiment combining several
relations together.

All the relations corresponding to previous
experiments hold here as well, and are extended with
a relation between the communication subsystem and
SD2.

4.7
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It should be noted that a set of relations between the geometry of the ship domains and the current
situation can coexist, however, these experiments aim to illustrate (and thus visualise) the “main relation”
in a specific situation, that is, the relation that influences the domain geometry the most (at a certain point
in time).

3.3.3.1 Experiment 1: the axiomatic body–map model interaction
Context: A basic assumption for situational awareness in IWT, is a need for knowing a vessel’s pose

within the physical world. Figure 2 visualises this basic interaction between the body and world models.
The physical world there is always an uncertainty associated with the pose of a vessel, as well as an
accuracy of the local map. Furthermore note that pose uncertainty depends on accuracy and tolerances of
proprioceptive sensors, possibly improved via exteroceptive sensors (see Figure. 1c).

Relations: This experiment declares the SD0 via a geometry–geometry relationship. More precisely, the
uncertainty of the vessel position and its orientation, provided by proprioceptive sensors, determine the size
of SD0 whereas its shape is based on the vessel geometry. The present IENCs have no explicit accuracy
information available, hence MD0 will be declared without uncertainty.

Configuration:

• Causal connection in visualisation of SD0: when the heading accuracy drives the width or length of
the uncertainty zone, i.e., its size, an additional transparent vessel geometry rotated clockwise and
counter-clockwise is plotted, in order to indicate that the vessel orientation causes the width of the ship
domain. When the position accuracy determines the size of the domain, these additional rotated vessel
geometries are not shown.

• The position for this ship domain in the map corresponds to Listing 17, with the shape according
to Listing 18.

• To illustrate this causal link between the uncertainty source and the visualisation of SD0, the
uncertainties in position and heading (εν = [εx, εy, εθ]), change in the first 40 seconds of the simulation
(see Section 4.1), as follows:

{{uT0 (t=0): [0.3, 0.3, 0.3]},
{uT1 (t=5): [0.2, 0.2, 0.2]},
{uT2 (t=10): [0.2, 0.2, 0.15]},
{uT3 (t=20): [0.2, 0.2, 0.12]},
{uT4 (t=25): [0.2, 0.2, 0.09]},
{uT5 (t=30): [0.2, 0.2, 0.05]}}

3.3.3.2 Experiment 2: a navigation aid for (remote) operators and control systems
Context: The braking distance of a vessel, or its natural speed-decay distance, with corresponding

polynomial coefficients in in Listing 12, is crucial for a motion control system, or for a monitoring or
controlling (onboard or remote) officer.

Relations: This experiments declares the SD1 and SD2 via a geometry–motion relation. More precisely,
the size of SD1 corresponds to the minimally feasible breaking distance for the vessel, whereas its shape
relates to the geometry of SD0. Similarly, SD2 corresponds to the minimal speed decay distance.

Configuration:

• Tolerance (in longitudinal and transversal direction), can be context-dependent on its own.
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• Experimentally obtained third-order polynomials, with velocity as variable (using coefficients
in Listing 12.

• Static reverse-motion tolerance, in addition to the pose uncertainty, in longitudinal and transversal
direction. This small margin increases safety for motion-based decisions making.

3.3.3.3 Experiment 3: hydrodynamic model composition and constraints
Context: Humans and robots should be able to unambiguously interpret the composition of the

hydrodynamic model—and its constraints or assumptions—to operate and control the vessel, and to
assign tolerances to specific control tasks accordingly, wherever needed. For example, especially for
smaller vessels, such as the Cogge, it is generally important to account for wind whenever possible, and to
know about whether or not wind is taken into account in the planned trajectories and short-term motion
predictions of nearby vessels. If it is not, either by exclusion in the model, or by lack of an appropriate
wind sensor, every system can decide for itself how to account for this shortcoming in the model.

Relations: This experiment adds tolerances to SD1 and SD2 via a main geometry–motion relation. More
precisely, when the hydrodynamic model of a vessel lacks the integration of wind forces, a predetermined
tolerance factor scales the size of SD1 and SD2. The semantic hydrodynamic model in Listing 9, has the
external forces property which includes the information of whether or not external forces, such as
the wind forces, are included into its hydrodynamic model. This moreover imposes the constraint that the
sensor subsystem has-a Iwt Sensor Wind entity.

Configuration:

• The tolerances can be dynamically activated, however, in this particular experiment, a human selects or
deselect the checkbox, depending on whether external wind forces are included in the hydrodynamic
model of the vessel or not (see Section 4.3).

• The determination of tolerances on the geometry of the vessel, more specifically, its surface above the
waterline. The surface dimensions are factored with the static tolerance of the ship domains8.

• It should be noted that not only wind induces tolerance adjustments on the ship domains, however, for
the purpose of this experiment, it is the only affecting parameter.

3.3.3.4 Experiment 4: cartoceptive anticipation domain
Context: Within the perception context, it can be useful to define explicit relations between a ship

domain and other features in the semantic map. Such a ship domain could represent an area of interest for
the vessel or operator. For example, this domain can be defined as an anticipation zone in which obstacles
should be detected (within the navigation bounds of the map), to be used by the control system or operator.

Relations: This experiment declares SD2 via a main geometry–geometry relation. More precisely, the
shape of SD2 will follow the navigational bounds of MD0, and its size, or rather horizon, can be configured
by the operator or the vessel.

Configuration:

• This experiment fetches all features that: (i) have the semantic tag (metadata) navbounds in the map,
i.e., features related to the navigation bounds for the vessel, and (ii) are within distance U from the
vessel, with distance U in the direction Vessel Principal Axes Frame.frame.u.

8 The experiments in this work respectively use scaling factors corresponding to the vessel’s surface geometries above the waterline, i.e., 1.12 (1+hv,aw × lv)
in the longitudinal direction, and 1.96 (1+hv,aw × wv) in the and transversal direction.
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• This distance U is determined by the vessel, or operator, at runtime, and can be context-dependent on
itself.

• A distance of 50 meter in the sailing direction, and 20 meter in the reverse direction is used.
• The resulting SD2 domain is a Polygon composed from Points that belong to these navbounds

features and fall within the range constraints of SD2.

3.3.3.5 Experiment 5: shortest distance between uncertainty zone and navigation
boundary

Context: Knowledge of the distance between the vessel and an object, e.g., the shoreline, can augment
situation awareness of the operator and/or the control systems.

Relations: This experiment adds temporary features to MD1—which indicate this shortest distance—
via a main geometry–geometry relation. More precisely, a calculation determines the closest linear
distance between SD0 and a point from MD0, that is, a coordinate of a feature that has the semantic
navbounds tag. As MD0 features are currently not composed of symbolic, uniquely identifiable points,
a temporary clone with the same coordinates is composed, and does get assigned a semantic tag. As
such, this Point entity, i.e., aPntShortestDistNavbounds, can be used for online reasoning.
For the experiments in this work, that means to determine whether aPntShortestDistNavbounds
lies within SD1 or SD2. This implies computing the Intersection between {SD0, SD1, SD2} and
aPntShortestDistNavbounds.

Configuration:

• As discussed in Section 2.1, semantic metadata is only added to each map feature (e.g., LineString,
Polygon, . . . ) and not to each individual geometric map point. For example, the ENC COALNE
features in the example map typically contain a LineString of 5–15 points, over a distance of
10–20 meter.
• It should be noted that the associated navbounds are not yet treated as lines or polygons, but rather

as the just-mentioned set of discrete points during the presently implemented shortest distance between
SD0–MD0 calculations.

• A temporary Semantic ID is assigned to the Point that is part-of the Polygon geometry
in Listing 8, and moreover holds the shortest distance relation with aPntShortestDistNavbounds
in MD0.

• The following pictograms illustrate the result of the vessel–shoreline intersection calculation:
• result: no intersection: point = circle, black
• result: SD2: point = square, orange
• result: SD1 : point = triangle, red

• A list of 6 past shortest points are kept as “recent history”, however, this value is dynamically
configurable.

• Note that, presently, intersections with SD0 trigger the same warning as an intersection with SD1. This
need not be the case, however, their differentation falls out of the scope of the current experiment and
work.

3.3.3.6 Experiment 6: the lane shift primitive for COLREGs
Context: COLREG Rule 14, head-on situation (a) states that: “when two power-driven vessels are

meeting on reciprocal or nearly reciprocal courses so as to involve risk of collision, each shall alter her
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course to starboard so that each shall pass on the port side of the other”. To safely comply to this, and to
other COLREG rules, especially in a highly automated environment, additional knowledge can significantly
reduce confusion, and enhance safe, automated decision making to avoid collisions.

Relations: This experiment declares a lane shift primitive, based on a set of relations between (i) the
vessel entity, (ii) its ship domains, (iii) the COLREG meta model, and (iv) the map domains. The lane
geometry, which is added to MD1, has a geometry–geometry relation with the navbounds-tagged entities
in MD0 (lane translation). A second geometry–geometry relations exists between SD0 of the vessel entity,
and the geometry of the lane. A third, geometry–perception relation is present, where knowledge about the
perception subsystem determines the geometry of SD2. Furthermore, the relation geometry–task is present,
i.e. that the vessel’s task is to follow the lane in this particular situation, with corresponding implications
for the controller.

Configuration:

• By default, when no objects are within the perception range, the lane in MD1 is centred in the channel,
with a width wlane = wchannel/f , where f is determined by the current situation, taking into account
the relevant operational range (here 300m). In this particular head-on case, f = 3.

• When a vessel’s SD0 geometry is completely within the lane geometry, the lane has a “light green”
colour. If not, the lane turns “red”. This visual confirmation can help (remote) operators to check
whether they are in fact properly executing a task. The is-within relation offers similar knowledge
for robots.

• Information about the exteroceptive sensor system, as modelled in Listing 14, helps determining an
appropriate range for the circle geometry of SD2, in the geometry–perception context. The vessel
velocity (see Listing 10) is also factored here. The perception range is divided into two sub-ranges, that
is, a short range (0–50 metres), and a long range (50–150 metres). The LiDAR can detect movement
and allows for a high-level classification of obstacles within the long range. At a relatively low forward
speed (< 1m/s), it can properly identify obstacles and corresponding geometries within the short-
range. The visualised circle radius (SD2) is set to the short range, as this range is connected to the task
execution (discrete control) of the vessel (in this case the lane shift execution). Data processing and
context-reasoning within this horizon can still adjust the range of ship domain SD2 at runtime, i.e., the
range that triggers the lane switch.

• When another vessel’s SD0 geometry is within the perception-related zone SD2 , a lane switch
is triggered, associated with an affine transformation of the centre lane(s), taking into account (i)
COLREG rule 14, and (ii) the width of the channel in MD0. This moreover triggers the controllers (of
both vessels) to adjust their constraint values, in order to continue executing the “stay within the lane”
task.

• It should be noted that several additional relations with considerable implications are not taken into
account during in this experiment, such as:
• compliance to other COLREG rules, with respect to the width of the channel, or type of the vessel;

and
• water depth information, as well as motion of the vessel, which can also have explicit (constraint)

relations with the lane geometry.
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3.3.3.7 Experiment 7: combination of previous experiments, with additional sensor-
subsystem reasoning

Context: This experiment combines several of the above experiments. A vessel navigates a narrow
channel, and passes two approaching vessels in opposite (head-on) directions. The first vessel does have
AIS, and thus communicates its position to the Cogge, and the second vessel does not have AIS, meaning
there is no way of knowing whether this second vessel is approaching without having a line of sight.

Relations: The abovementioned relations hold here as well. An additional relation between the
Communication subsystem (AIS position of surrounding vessels), and the geometry of the cartoceptive
SD2 (own vessel), is added.

Configuration:

• By default, when no objects are within the short-range perception range (SD2), the lane in MD1 is
centred in the channel, similar to experiment paragraph 3.3.3.6. The same within relation applies here
as well.

• Perception horizon of 50–150 metres is used to confirm movement of surrounding actors.
• When AIS position is communicated, the geometry–geometry relation between the cartoceptive ship

domain SD2 (similar to paragraph 3.3.3.4), and the AIS position and approaching vessel, triggers a
lane switch is (AIS position is within the cartoceptive SD2 geometry).

• When no AIS position is communicated, the geometry–perception related ship domain SD2 (similar
to paragraph 3.3.3.6), is used to trigger the lane switch.

• After passing a vessel, the geometry corresponding to the motion relation of SD2 is used to trigger a
“back-to-centre” lane switch, i.e., when the SD0 domain geometry of the other vessel is-below the
SD2 motion-based geometry. This, together with the geometry–geometry relation between MD0 and
the vessel geometry in MD1, in combination with the motion of the vessel, determines whether a lane
switch is appropriate.

3.4 Implementation
Consider experiments 6 and 7, corresponding to the architecture in Figure 3, where a map is shared

between two crossing vessels, serving a role as mediator by coordinating this head-on situation. Both
vessels are able to interpret the models and relations that are used in the map composition. The shared map
can be initialised by either one of the vessels, or by an external service. Furthermore, both vessels can
have their own base map(s), and/or their own map domains on top of the (shared) map. It is also important
to note that the visualisation is always relative: this paper visualises the data from the perspective of the
own-ship entity, however, local coordinate transformations, corresponding to other perspectives, result
in different visualisations of the exact same data structures. When Vessel A initialises the shared map,
that is, offering the model-conform data structures in a particular situation, and Vessel B is familiar
with these models, both entities can agree on the map as mediator for this situation. For this lane shift
primitive, the model-conform data structures include: (i) the static navigation bounds (from the navigational
charts), (ii) SD0 of both vessels, (iii) and the lane geometries and associated relations, e.g., with the motion
constraints of both vessels. When linked with the perception subsystem, this list can be extended with
relations to dynamic obstacles and their geometries. The dynamically composed lane geometries and
situation-specific policies9 can in turn be used as control constraints for the respective vessels to perform

9 Situation-specific policies include issuing a warning whenever a vessel’s SD0 threatens to exceed the lane boundaries (+ tolerance). If no correction occurs,
and the manoeuvre is still ongoing, termination of the manoeuvre is required, and some “safe fallback mode” could be enabled. As seen in Result 4.6, part of
this policy is visualised on the map by changing the colour of the lanes.
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COLREG-compliant, collision-free manoeuvres. The internal processing, integration in the controller, and
general implementation, are completely up to the user, as long as all constraints are met. Such constraints
can be imposed by a mediator, or by any of the relations, both internally and externally, relevant in a certain
situation. The lane geometry and corresponding lane-shift procedure could be updated dynamically, for
example, when the perception subsystem of Vessel A detects an obstacle10. Even if only Vessel A
is able to detect such obstacles, these kind of events tend to have implications for both vessels, e.g., by
updating the lane geometries in the shared map, at runtime. As long as the world models and relations are
known by both actors, such discrete control decisions can be understood/explained, and justified.

Models are implemented using either flatbuffer schemas, or human-readable JSON-LD schemas (or
both), depending on the application layer. The latter offers a suited modelling paradigm for semantic,
linked data, as it introduces additional property types such as @id to assign a model ID, @context
for meta model connections, and @type for meta model conforms-to relations. This makes it very
much suited for composing the body model of a vessel. Regarding the semantic map, possibly composed
from (a set of) flatbuffer and/or JSON-LD models, this work adopts the SVG-standard. This standard
already offers a set of standardised primitives to define and compose geometric features. SVG elements
can have a symbolic identifier (id), and (meta) model tags can be added to their class-list. Additionally,
this approach offers a straightforward query interface for free (next to querying spatial features from a
database, for example), directly on the shared map itself, using Javascript’s built-in querySelector method
in a situation-related scope in the Document Object Model (DOM) tree. The SVG can moreover be directly
rendered, for instance, in a browser. For realtime exchange of model-conform data structures, flatbuffers
are preferred considering their performance benefits, as they allow for compressed payloads and zero-copy
deserialisation of the data. Moreover, these flatbuffers are defined using an interface description language
that is compatible to the protocol buffer format (.proto). Naturally, many other data formats could be used
as well.

3.4.1 Assumptions
All experiments are conducted using systems that are capable of interpreting a minimal number of data

structures conform to the models discussed in this work. Currently, no validation service is implemented to
check whether or not a system is actually compliant. On the application layer, a simple boolean (always
true in our case) determines whether an actor can interpret the data associated with a certain model.
This implies that non-compliant actors with respect to the semantic map are not allowed to dynamically
add/update features to/on a shared map. Similar to a shared map, a realtime peer-to-peer stream of
hydrodynamical data, perception data, or any other relevant piece of information for that matter, can be set
up between actors, as long as appropriate (meta) model information is exchanged at the initial handshake
to guarantee correct interpretation (again, always assumed true here).

Regarding shared updates, a boolean property is added to the meta data of a model-conform data
structure. This allows actors that produce such data to indicate whether or not the data may be updated
by other compliant actors in the same environment. A relevant example could be the geometry of the
bounding box of a detected obstacle in a particular environment. Distributed data structure updates can
be rather complex, and will require additional policies, models, and some kind of validation or voting
system. This, however, is beyond the scope of this work, that aims to focus on the building blocks for
such future developments. The same limitation holds for validation of uncertainties, i.e., SD0, of various

10 Object detection via the perception sensor subsystem is not simulated, hence, dynamic updates of the lane geometry are not part of the experiments discussed
in this work.
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objects, including vessels. This is closely related to the perception-subsystem of the vessel. Consequently,
additional models within this very context are necessary.

4 RESULTS
The results of the above-designed experiments can be found in the supplementary material videos
in Section 5.1. This section briefly shows a few core snapshots of each video to illustrate the results.
An overview was provided in Table 1. These snapshots include (some of) the following features shown in
figure 7. In Results 4.1–4.4, the main vessel entity is considered the mediator, as it determines its related

Ship domain(s) (SD0, SD1, SD2)

Own ship (blue polygon)

ENC DEPARE  (waterway surface

                          light blue)

ENC COALNE (shoreline, boundary

                          of DEPARE layer,

                          black)

GNSS path (vessel trajectory, blue)

Lane with vessel inside 

(transparant, dashed boundary)

Lane with (other) vessel outside 

           (red, dashed boundary)

ENC ROADWY  (roadways, green)

ENC BRIDGE  (light green)

Figure 7. General legend for map features depicted throughout this paper.

ship domains according to information provided by its body-model subsystems. In Result 4.5, an additional
higher-level mediator is introduced, i.e., an operator controlling the vessel in open loop, where relations
between the body model and map are used, together with internal world model-based information, to
determine appropriate actuation inputs. Lastly, in Results 4.6–4.7, the semantic map, which is shared
between various actors, also takes on a role as mediator. The additional lanes are added to the map at
runtime, and as such, the map determines control tasks and constraints for each actor.

4.1 Experiment 1
Figure 8 shows three snapshots of the Supplementary Video S1 which demonstrates the causal relation

between the vessel’s pose uncertainty and its SD0.

4.2 Experiment 2
Figure 9 shows several snapshots of the Supplementary Video S2 which introduces SD1 and SD2 based

on the hydrodynamic motion model of the vessel.

In this experiment, and in all subsequent experiments, the constraint in Listing 11 is applied to the
hydrodynamic model. When the forward velocity of the vessel is below a certain threshold (0.5m/s), the
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(a) {uT0: [0.3, 0.3, 0.3]} (b) {uT2: [0.2, 0.2, 0.15]} (c) {uT5: [0.2, 0.2, 0.05]}

Figure 8. Dynamic behaviour of the axiomatic SD0 for the different time steps and associated uncertainties.

(a) t = 0 s (b) t = 3 s (c) t = 7 s

(d) t = 18 s (e) t = 23 s (f) t = 39 s

Figure 9. Dynamic behaviour of SD1 and SD2 based on the hydrodynamic motion model of the vessel.

damping is linear, whereas above, it is linear + non-linear. This is especially important when the vessel has
to perform specific, complex, tasks at low speeds (docking, mooring). When the 3DOF model of Listing 9
is used inside the control loop (e.g., for model predictive control), at low speeds, the model is very sensitive
to the non-linear damping matrix, and will not mimic the physical behaviour of the vessel. Similarly, when
encountering one or multiple vessels in a canal, or at a terminal, a mediator needs to know whether the
models used to execute the respective control tasks of systems involved are adjustable to the context and
motion of the vessel. Not having this information could lead to unexpected behaviour.
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4.3 Experiment 3
Figure 10 shows four snapshots of the Supplementary Video S3 which illustrates the effect of the

incorporation of the external wind forces on SD1 and SD2.

(a) Static vessel, wind
modelled.

(b) Static vessel, wind not
modelled.

(c) Moving vessel, wind
not modelled (t = 45 s).

(d) Moving vessel, wind
modelled (t = 47 s).

Figure 10. Dynamically allocated tolerances to SD1 and SD2 via a main geometry–motion relation (with
hydrodynamical model of the vessel), both for a static vessel (a, b) and a moving vessel (c, d).

For the simulator, by default, wind is modelled. The video shows how gusts of wind (of 10m/s, or 4–5
Beaufort), can have a significant impact on the behaviour of the vessel. For example, the vessel drifts
several meters in the x-direction without any thrust forces applied in this direction.

4.4 Experiment 4
Figure 11 shows four snapshots of the Supplementary Video S4 which illustrates the anticipation domain

of SD2 as a cartoceptive relation with the navbounds features in MD0. These domains can help a
robot anticipate by triggering discrete control tasks based on geometry relations such as within or
intersect. For example, when no perception sensors are available, and another vessel’s AIS position
claims to be within this range, it can trigger a lane shift, as demonstrated in Section 4.7. Another use
case for this domain is to detect, or link, known shoreline landmarks, e.g., Points integrated in the map,
in the perception sensor data (geometry–perception), or vice versa.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 11. Anticipation domain declaration of SD2 via a main cartoceptive geometry–geometry relation.
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4.5 Experiment 5
Figure 12 shows four snapshots of the Supplementary Video S5 which illustrates the shortest distance

between the Point entities in vessel’s SD0 and the local coordinates of the navbounds features in
MD0. By means of dynamically allocating a semantic tag to each closest Point entity, it allows vessel

(a) outside SD0–SD2 (b) inside SD2 (c) inside SD1 (d) inside SD2

Figure 12. Dynamic shortest distance between vessel and shoreline additions to MD0 via a main geometry–
geometry relation.

(sub)systems, as well as other actors within the operating range, to unambiguously identify this point,
as part of a feature. Furthermore, it can be seen that whenever the vessel’s danger zone SD1, related
to the minimum aided deacceleration distance (see Listing 12), intersects with the shoreline in MD0,
the vessel almost hits the shoreline. The added tolerances on this zone keep the vessel from colliding
with the shoreline, although this particular scenario should, obviously, be avoided when executing the
move-along-channel task.

4.6 Experiment 6
Figure 13 shows four snapshots of the Supplementary Video S6 which illustrates the lane shift primitive.

This lane shift primitive, integrated in MD1, provides semantic information in the form of additional
geometric entities and constraint relations for the vessel to simply follow the COLREG rule in a highly
automated environment.

4.7 Experiment 7
Figure 14 lists eight snapshots of the Supplementary Video S7 which illustrates a combination of

situations and relations discussed in the previous experiments.

After passing the first vessel, the geometry corresponding to the motion relation of SD2 triggers a “back-
to-centre” lane switch. After passing the second vessel, the geometry–geometry relation between MD0
and MD1, in combination with the current position of the vessel in the map, overrules the “back-to-centre”
lane switch. Additional knowledge about the lane switch, i.e., switching lanes takes about 25 metres at this
speed, determines that a lane switch before the channel narrowing is not very efficient, or safe. Note that in
this case, it is still feasible. Therefore, in the second case, the vessel stays in the switched side-lane for
passing the bridge, based on the cartoceptive information provided by the semantic map.

The shared semantic map serves as a mediator, after being agreed upon by the actors involved, that is, all
actors should be able to interpret the information on the map unambiguously in order to proceed. Once
the agreement is reached, the information provided by the map, given there is sufficient, model-compliant
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(a) head-on manoeuvre two
vessels

(b) perception (< 50m,
related to discrete control)

(c) decision: lane shift for
both vessels

(d) Cogge vessel inside
lane

Figure 13. Lane shift primitive, triggered by geometry–perception relation (exteroceptive sensor
subsystem). Lanes with vessel inside is shown in transparent green; lanes with vessels outside are shown in
red.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

Figure 14. Combination of situations and relations of previous experiments, with additional sensor
subsystem relations

input from each actor, could be used in the discrete controllers of the respective vessels. In this case, the
dynamic lane geometry is used as a set of controller constraints. This includes geometric constraints as well
as tolerances, desired navigation direction for each lane, speed limits, among other relevant (shared) data.
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5 DISCUSSION
In this paper, a set of semantic world models was presented within the context of IWT. These models,
and the corresponding ability for higher-level, situational-aware, reasoning, are considered a necessary
component for explainable engineering systems, and higher levels of shared automation.

In Section 3.4, several assumptions were discussed with respect to implementation. It is important to
note that model compliance is not yet validated at runtime. Similarly, a comprehensive share and update
policy is neither discussed nor implemented. This paper is considered a fundamental basis towards such
developments, hence, these developments are considered to be future work. Furthermore, the experiments
are conducted in a simulation environment. As such, it is rather straightforward to make all entities in a
certain local environment compliant to a set of world models. In reality, this will rarely be the case, hence,
research on how to correctly handle “unknown” entities and features is required.

As a first next step, real-life experiments will be conducted in a controlled environment, that is, an
environment in which only model-conform entities operate, such as vessels from our research fleet.
Manoeuvres in situations similar to the ones discussed in this paper will be performed. To this end,
a perception-based control strategy without any semantic reasoning will serve as a benchmark. Then,
additional experiments with actors that have access to a cartoceptive subsystem, i.e. a (shared) semantic
map, and corresponding world models, will test against that benchmark. These experiments will be
performed with both remote controlled vessels, and with autonomous vessels. Regarding the former, it is
expected that visual feedback of, for instance, a lane shift primitive, will help the remote operator to safely
(smaller error margins) and efficiently (smaller manoeuvre time) navigate the vessel. With respect to the
latter, it is expected that such shared, discrete control functionality will reduce overall complexity of the
highly automated environment, and as such improve safety, explainability and performance. Especially in
close encounter manoeuvring, higher-level control decisions based on the shared map are expected to allow
a vessel to quicker anticipate, and thus better avoid potential collisions.

The suggested policies and methods to define and use these semantic world models aim to be a stepping
stone towards semantic knowledge graphs, and graph operations. The experiments focus on reacting on a
situation, by a mediator, at runtime. Developing a graph model, and adding online behaviour to the world
models by means of various graph operators, is also considered future work.

5.1 Conclusion
The authors of this work believe that highly automated IWT can benefit significantly from well-designed

world models, both internal and external. A collaborative effort from research institutions, standardisation
committees, and the IWT industry is absolutely vital to develop a workable set of models and relations that
can be tested and integrated in daily operations. The existence of such internal world models of the robot,
and external world models of a local environment, can significantly enhance safe, cost-effective (shared)
automation procedures. It provides a necessary complementary extension to the existing legacy models and
standards, such as AIS or NMEA. As such, it can accommodate higher levels of automation, as well as
better task anticipation by humans and robots. Explainable operational (meta) data will help a mediator to
reason about particular situations, and take over control whenever necessary. Furthermore, formal models
can be a crucial part in regulatory frameworks for IWT. The allowed level of automation for a robot can
depend on its capability to comply to a formal set of standardised models, and thus to be able to justify its
automated decision making to a reasonable extent. As such, working towards a more generic, formal set
of models, in close collaboration with policy makers, waterway administrators, and IWT companies, is a
challenging goal for the near future.
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NOMENCLATURE

• IW: Inland Waterway(s)
• IWT: Inland Waterway Transport
• SD: Ship Domain
• MD: Map Domain
• (I)ENC: (Inland) Electronic Navigational Charts
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Appendices

A HYDRODYNAMIC MOTION MODEL COGGE
A.1 Full components form


m 0 0
0 m mxg
0 mxg Iz


︸ ︷︷ ︸

MRB

+

−Xu̇ 0 0
0 −Yv̇ −Yṙ
0 −Nv̇ −Nṙ


︸ ︷︷ ︸

MA


u̇v̇
ṙ

+


 0 0 −m(xgr + v)

0 0 mu
m(xgr + v) −mu 0


︸ ︷︷ ︸

CRB

+

 0 0 Yv̇v +
1
2(Yṙ +Nv̇)r

0 0 −Xu̇u

−Yv̇v − 1
2(Yṙ +Nv̇)r Xu̇u 0


︸ ︷︷ ︸

CA


uv
r

+


−X|u|u|u| 0 0

0 −Y|v|v|v| −Y|v|r|v|
0 −N|v|v|v| −N|v|r|v|


︸ ︷︷ ︸

DN

+

−Xu 0 0
0 −Yv −Yr
0 −Nv −Nr


︸ ︷︷ ︸

DL


uv
r

 =

τ cXτ cY
τ cN

+

τwXτwY
τwN


(10)

With:

τcontrol =

τ cXτ cY
τ cN

 =

 T xj (nj , αj) + T xc (nc, αc)

T yj (nj , αj) + T yc (nc, αc)

Lxj × T
y
j (nj , αj) + Lxc × T

y
c (nc, αc)

 , τwind =
τwXτwY
τwN

 =

. . .. . .
. . .

 . (11)

A.2 Identified hydrodynamic coefficients
As mentioned in Section 3.1.3, the hydrodynamic model of the Cogge has threshold speed values

(see Listing 11), which trigger the configuration of the damping matrices. For the higher velocity
regime of the Cogge, meaning, u > 0.5m

s , and v > 0.15m
s , the value of the coefficients for

MRB,CRB,MA,CA,DN , and DL can be found in the Listing 9. The diagonal terms (except N|v|r|v|) of
these matrices are based on theM(θeu),M(θev), andM(θfr ) model structures, identified and discussed in
Peeters et al. (2020c). The remaining off-diagonal terms were manually tuned with reference to a port and
starboard side turning circle.

For the lower speed regime, D(ν) switches from DN +DL to DL. Accordingly, all the terms of DN

become zero. The terms of DL change to Xu = 39.3, Yv = 226.31, based onM(θfu),M(θfv ) from Peeters
et al. (2020c), note that the yaw motion already had a linear damping with respect to the yaw-rate.
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As mentioned in Section 2.4, bollard pull thrust models suffice in the context of this work. Therefore,
two look-up-table actuation models were implemented based on the bollard pull data discussed in Peeters
et al. (2020a). Note that for the stern thruster, the data were cleaned accordingly: constant propeller rate for
each angular data set, and the assumption that the thrust force at zero degrees control angle is aligned with
this angle.

Hydrodynamic coefficients used in this work are shown in Listing 19:

Listing 19. Hydrodynamical coefficients

{
m : 590
I_z : 878 ,
X_udot : -75,
Y_vdot : -583,
N_rdot: -970,
Y_rdot : -38.34,
N_vdot : 20.87,
X_|u|u : -36.3,
Y_|v|v : -682.7,
N_|r|r : -1282.9,
Y_|r|v : -343.02,
Y_|v|r : 357.46,
Y_|r|r : 477.53,
N_|v|v : 93.6,
N_|r|v : 0,
N_|v|r : -1921.12,
X_u : -3.77,
Y_v : -3.26,
N_r : -342.7,
Y_r : -490.77,
N_v : 442.32,
CD_t : 0.85,
CD_l_0 : 0.55,
CD_l_pi : 0.65,
delta : 0.6,
kappa : 1.4

}
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